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A Piling ‘First’ for Bauer Technologies 

 
Bauer Technologies, a subsidiary of the BAUER Group, has been awarded the piling contract for 
the 4th phase of Manchester’s “First Street” development, which is located between the city’s 
Civic Quarter and Corridor Manchester.  
 
Designed for sustainability, the building will feature winter gardens and roof terraces, and will 
also use the latest technologies to achieve Net Zero Carbon in operation standards, with a 5.5* 
NABERS rating. 
 
Working on behalf of principal contractor BAM construction, for its client Ask Developments, 

Bauer Technologies will undertake the piling programme over a six-week period, splitting the 
work into two phases. 
 
Specifically, Bauer will design all foundation elements, including the installation of 206limn of 
CFA contiguous wall piles, using 76nr, 600mm diameter piles, 168nr, 750mm diameter and 114nr 
600mm diameter bearing piles. Works will also include a working test pile and foundation piles 
for one the largest luffing jib tower cranes in Europe, which will be installed by the site team 
into the Sherwood Sandstone that underlies the site by approximately 8m depth.  
 
Phase I of Bauer’s scope of works commenced early October 2022 and will last 3.5 weeks, with 
Phase II work scheduled for late January 2023, which is expected to last 2.5 weeks. 
 

Cont’d/… 
Speaking about the project, Michael Jones, Managing Director, Bauer Technologies, said: “With 
Bauer Technologies being the first geotechnical contractor in the world to be accredited with the 



BES 6001 sustainability certificate, this project - being designed completely with sustainability 
at its heart - aligns perfectly with our own sustainability goals.” 
 
Michael Added: “Bauer Technologies passionately believe that sustainability doesn’t just start 

with the building, but also in the work undertaken to construct it. As such we are confident that 
we can undertake our scope of works sustainably, as well as on time and to the complete 
satisfaction of our client.” 
 
For more information about BAUER Technologies Ltd, visit www.bauertech.co.uk  

 
-ENDS- 

 
 
 
Notes for Editors: 
 
BAUER Technologies Ltd is part of Bauer Spezialtiefbau GmbH, a global construction company 
specialising in complex and specialist foundation works, with its head office based in the town of 
Schrobenhausen, Germany.  
 
Bauer Technologies Ltd is the 100% owned UK subsidiary of Bauer Spezialtiefbau GmbH, the contracting 
company within the BAUER Group, and is the only geotechnical contractor in the world accredited with 
BRE BES 6001 sustainability certification [November 2021]. 
 
Bauer is known the world over as a leader in advanced deep foundation techniques. Whether it is the 
manufacture of specialised equipment, giving specific advice or performing the site works, Bauer is highly 
regarded world-wide by both consultants and contractors as the perfect partner in deep foundation 
projects.  
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